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Abstract

Front-end website performance optimisation

Tobias Ericsson

The purpose of this study is to establish what techniques Swedbank can employ to
improve the performance of their external website. Several optimisation techniques
for improving front-end performance are presented from user experience and server
load perspectives. The website is then evaluated based on the principles identified to
determine if and how it can be improved, whereupon testing is employed to
determine the benefits of implementing these techniques. The evaluation shows that
the Swedbank website can be improved in several ways; the most important being to
employ text file compression, caching headers and to combine images together. The
report concludes that Swedbank should implement at least these three techniques as
they are the most cost-effective from both a user experience and server load
perspective.
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2 Abstract in Swedish 

Syftet med denna rapport är att fastställa vilka tekniker Swedbank kan använda sig av för att 
förbättra prestandan på sin externa webbsida. Flera optimeringsåtgärder för förbättring av front-
end-prestanda ur användarupplevelse- samt serverbelastningsperspektiv presenteras. Webbsidan 
utvärderas sedan utefter de presenterade principerna. För att vidare fastställa eventuella fördelar 
med implementering av teknikerna så utförs ett flertal tester. Utvärderingen visar att Swedbanks 
webbsida kan förbättras på flera sätt, varav de viktigaste är komprimering av textfiler, kombinering 
av bilder samt ”caching headers”. Rapporten drar slutsatsen att Swedbank bör implementera 
åtminstone de tre nämnda åtgärderna, då de är de mest kostnadseffektiva i förhållande till det 
mervärde som uppnås både från ett användarupplevelse- och serverbelastningsperspektiv.  
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4 Introduction 

Swedbank’s website is one of the most visited in Sweden and as no performance analysis has 
hitherto been performed on the website Swedbank is interested in discovering the current state of 
their website to determine if it employs sufficient performance critical techniques to provide their 
visitors with a good user experience. The aim of this report is to identify, describe and evaluate 
optimisation techniques for website performance from a front-end perspective. An evaluation of the 
current Swedbank website based on these techniques has been performed in order to determine if 
and how the site can be improved.  

The first part of the report provides an overview of a range of optimisation techniques which have 
been identified during a review of recent web optimisation research literature. The techniques 
address ways to improve performance by reducing the number of necessary content requests and 
the amount of data being sent and received, by optimising the order in which content is downloaded 
and by altering HTTP headers to improve how browsers handle them. 

The second part of the report consists of an analysis of Swedbank’s website based on the previously 
presented theory, as well as with the aid of two automatic website analysis tools. A list of possible 
ways to improve the site has been compiled, whereupon testing of each listed technique was 
conducted on a local copy of the Swedbank website in order to determine the potential 
implementation benefits of each technique. 

The test phase is followed by a discussion of what optimisation techniques are the most beneficial 
for Swedbank to implement, considering both the cost of implementation and the benefits of each 
technique established from the testing phase. The report concludes with final recommendations on 
what techniques are the most cost-effective and should therefore be implemented, both from a user 
experience perspective and a server load perspective.  
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5 Theory 

5.1 Background 

In the world of web applications there are several different types of performance that can be 
measured: server performance, the speed at which the web server can serve requests; web 
performance, the measure of the time it takes for the application to be presented to the user; and 
runtime performance, the speed at which the application responds to user interactions [1]. The focus 
of this thesis is on the second of the three, web performance.  

When considering web performance it is important to keep in mind that a site load is not simply a 
question of one single serial download. The browser will first send a request to the web server to 
download the index document of the site, which in turn will reference many other elements that 
need to be downloaded in order for the page to render correctly. There may be style sheet files that 
tell the browser how to render text and other elements, Javascript files that tell the browser what to 
do, images to display and so forth.  

The time it takes from the moment the user presses enter to when the requested information has 
finished rendering is very important from a user perspective, and therefore also from a business 
perspective. In fact, according to a study by Forrester Consulting [2] just a second or two can be 
critical to whether the user chooses to keep using the website or decides to go elsewhere.  

There are several different aspects to consider when optimising this process. One might try to make 
many files download at the same time instead of just one at a time. One might try to make each file 
smaller by compressing them, thereby reducing download time. One might instruct the browser to 
save each file in its cache so as not to have to retrieve the same file multiple times. The point is that 
no single optimisation technique is likely to make everything go much faster by itself; web 
application optimisation is all about combining many techniques at the same time to achieve optimal 
performance. The target variables of the reviewed techniques will be their effect on user experience 
and the work load of the web server.  

5.2 Minimise requests 

Historically one of the most important aspects of fast websites has been to give the user feedback 
while waiting for the site to load. He may accept waiting a few seconds for the site to load, but if it 
appears as though the site is unresponsive or nothing happens, then, as Steve Sounders states in his 
book High Performance Web Sites, he may just give up and go to another site [3]. Because of this it 
has always been important to give the user rapid feedback, showing that while the whole site hasn’t 
loaded yet, at least some elements have been displayed, giving the user something to look at. 
Optimisers in the past therefore often made sure to make individual requests for every single 
element on the site, because it was, and still is today, very important to give the user some kind of 
feedback that things are happening, and not just display an empty white screen until the process of 
loading the page has completed [4]. 

While this is still important today, there is one additional significant aspect to keep in mind.  The 
internet speed of the average user has increased a lot in recent years with the consequences that (1) 
the users have grown much more impatient and are no longer willing to wait as long for a page to 
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load as they used to [5], and (2) the actual transfer time of a small file may be shorter than the time 
it takes to request the file from the server. Besides the fact that the user has to wait longer for the 
requests to complete, one should also keep the load of the web server in mind, as the fewer 
requests that are issued, the less stress is put on the web server. 

Figure 1 below is a breakdown of the time spent on a single request illustrating this issue, generated 
using the Firebug [6] plugin for Firefox. A request is sent from the browser to the server at 
swedbank.se to fetch the image cid_873991.jpg which has a file size of 3 KB.  

 

Figure 1: A breakdown of the time spent on a single request. 

Here the time it takes for the server to evaluate the request (192 ms) is much longer than the time it 
takes to actually transfer the image (3 ms). In the past this time waiting time and the receiving time 
might have been more equal, but nowadays it may often be a bad idea from a performance point of 
view to have a large number of small requests. A side note with regards to Figure 1 is that the time 
for sending the request isn’t actually 0, it is just smaller than 0.5 ms and has therefore been rounded 
down to zero. 

A solution to the issue of having a large number of requests is to combine files together. For icons 
and other small images one can use what is called “CSS Sprites”. It is a technique used to combine 
several individual images and send them as one, and simply telling the browser to render them as 
separate images. This technique has been around for a long time [7] but has never been of more 
immediate interest than today when the average internet speed keeps increasing.  

In order to use CSS Sprites one needs to, as previously stated, combine several small images into one 
larger image. Figure 2 shows an example of this where 22 20x20 icons have been combined. When 
displaying it, instead of using the IMG tag that one normally uses in HTML for images, one places the 
image as a background of a CSS element, using the attribute background-position to reference a 
specific part of the image. Figure 3 shows some example code of how this can be achieved. 

 

Figure 2: Visual example of a CSS sprite. 
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Figure 3: HTML code demonstrating usage of the sprite in Figure 2. 

Stefanov and Sullivan further suggest that when considering which images be made into sprites one 
should try and combine images of similar colour palettes, so as to reduce the number of colours that 
need to be included in the sprite, the fewer the colours – the smaller the image. There are some 
restrictions however. Images that are repeated diagonally (along the x and y axis) cannot be included 
in sprites, and images that are repeated along the x axis cannot be included in the same sprite as 
images that are repeated along the y axis and vice versa, this due to the way CSS background-image 
property functions. There is also the question of file types. PNG files should not be combined with 
JPEG files as PNG is a lossless format, meaning that if JPEG files are saved as PNG they will increase in 
file size and if PNG is saved as JPEG it will lose quality. There are usually no problems combining GIF 
and PNG [8]. 

It should be noted however, that it is not always recommended to combine all pictures on the 
website into one, as loading will still suffer from the empty white screen problem mentioned earlier. 
Stoyan Stefanov and Nicole Sullivan state in the book Even Faster Web Sites that sites that have a 
relatively low number of distinct pages may consider including all images into one large image, but if 
the site has a higher amount of pages that all use different images then the cost of maintenance will 
be severely increased [8], this due to the obvious problem of having to edit all the pages referencing 
the sprite image in just to add or remove one of the icons.  

When it comes to Javascript and style sheet files on the other hand it is a relatively simple process to 
combine files together. While it may be preferable to use modular coding in the development 
environment, files that are used together should be combined to as few as possible when going into 
production. However, one must consider the implications of combining this type of files together. It 
will reduce the number of requests, but the browser will still need to parse all style sheet and 
Javascript code before the page can be rendered (see section 5.5 Parallelise requests  for techniques 
on how to load Javascript in parallel). Testing will need to be performed in this area to ascertain the 
optimal load settings for each specific site. 

5.3 Request overhead 

Something that may be easy to overlook when constructing a website is that the file requests 
themselves are not free. For each file that is referenced in the HTML page a request is sent from the 
browser to the server to ask for the file, which the server then sends. But what is important to 
consider is that it is not only the file path that is sent with the request, but also a lot of information, 
in what is called HTTP Request Headers. Figure 4 below shows the header information being sent 
with each request to the server at swedbank.se. 

<div style="background-image: url(all-icons.png); 
  background-position: -180px 0px; 
  width: 20px; 
  height: 20px;"> 
</div> 
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Figure 4: A sample HTTP request 

As one can see in Figure 4 above there is plenty of information in the header, and while most of it is 
difficult to optimise as it is a part of the HTTP protocol, there are some things worth considering. 
Something one may be able to optimise is the URL, for one. While the HTTP protocol doesn’t have an 
absolute limit on the number characters the URL can contain, considering that it actually has to be 
sent to the server with every request, it may be beneficial to try and keep the URLs as short as 
possible. The shorter it is, the less data needs to be sent, and the faster the transfer becomes. Now, 
it may be pointed out that a change this small will make very small difference, so small that it will 
not be worth the effort, which may very well be true. It should be considered though, that if it is a 
large site that needs a large number of requests to render its pages, then making the URL shorter 
may make an important difference.  

Another important thing to look at when optimising the request overhead is the amount of cookies. 
Most sites store information about the user session in cookie files on the client’s machine, but 
something easily overlooked is that all the information stored inside a cookie related to the domain 
to which the request is issued will be automatically included in the request header and therefore 
sent to the server with the request. As the information in the cookie is only likely to be used in one 
of the requests (typically the first), this may result in a lot of unnecessary traffic, especially if the 
sizes of the cookies are large or if there are many requests that have to be sent. 

In order to minimise the extra traffic caused by these cookies one should, besides keeping the 
number of requests relatively low as mentioned earlier, probably try and keep the cookies as small 
as possible by limiting the information stored there. Besides keeping the size small though, the best 
way to improve performance would be to prevent the cookies from being sent in the first place 
when they are not needed.  

Each cookie stored on a user’s computer has a specific domain tied to it, and as Kate Matsudaira 
explains in her article “Making the Mobile Web Faster”, the browser will automatically include all 
cookies tied to the domain pointed to by the URL in the request when sending that request [9]. She 
proposes that one way to avoid this could be to acquire a separate domain name and serve all static 
content from that domain instead [9]. This idea can be visualised in Figure 5 below where the 
cookies that are needed in the request for index.htm are automatically included in the request for 
image.png and how this is avoided using a static domain.  

GET /idc/groups/public/@i/@sc/@all/@gs/@com/documents/logotype/cid_699553.png HTTP/1.1 
Host: www.swedbank.se 
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64; rv:20.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/20.0 
Iceweasel/20.0 
Accept: image/png,image/*;q=0.8,*/*;q=0.5 
Accept-Language: en,en-us;q=0.8,sv;q=0.5,es;q=0.3 
Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate 
DNT: 1 
Referer: http://www.swedbank.se/privat/index.htm 
Cookie: WT_FPC=id=81.236.236.100-56325088.30281422:lv=1366706562191:ss=1366706546902; 
customizeCookieKey=1111; showMyLinks_Svenska=false; imp_uk=A49B7417D50943D2B73AFF5F4F80935; 
showMyLinks_English-UK=false; ssPickerFixCookieName= 
Connection: keep-alive 
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Figure 5: Visualisation of browser cookie handling in different domains. 

5.4 Payload size 

While the internet speeds have increased a lot in recent years, they are not infinitely fast. This 
means that while minimizing requests one still should attend to keeping the files that are actually 
sent as small as possible. 

Tony Gentilcore states in the book Even Faster Web Sites that enabling Gzip compression for text-
based resources is typically the most important technique for speeding up a web page [10]. While 
one could argue against it being the most important technique, the results presented by both Steve 
Sounders in High Performance Web Sites [3] and Andrew King in Website Optimization [11] show a 
more than 60 per cent average decrease in file size when using Gzip compression which certainly 
suggest that it is a too important technique not to consider, especially considering that every major 
browser has supported Gzip compression for quite some time1 [11]. 

As Souders states in High Performance Web Sites, there is a cost in the form of CPU resources to use 
compression however, both on the server side to compress the content and the client side to 
decompress it. On the server side this is easily avoided either by compressing the files beforehand 
and storing them alongside the uncompressed files, or by keeping a cache with the compressed files. 
On the client side this is more difficult to avoid as the received content will always need to be 
decompressed before it can be used, but as Sadhna Ahuja et. al. show in their test results in the 
conference paper from 2003, the benefits far outweigh the cost [12], that is, the time it takes to 
decompress a file is shorter than the extra time it takes to download the larger uncompressed file. 
This is seconded by Gentilcore in his chapter of the book Even Faster Web Sites from 2009, 
suggesting that the results hasn’t changed much in recent years. 

In every request to the web server a field called “Accept-Encoding” is included, as could be observed 
in Figure 4 earlier, in order to let the web server know if it should send the compressed or 
uncompressed version of the file. It should therefore be a simple matter to enable serving of 
compressed content from the server side, using the method described above. The files one should 
consider compressing, according to Sounders in High Performance Web Sites, are mainly static text 
files such as HTML, CSS and Javascript, but it will only be worth the CPU costs as long as the file is not 
too small, generally less than 1 kilobyte [3]. King makes the same statement in his book Website 

                                                             
1 Every major browser has supported Gzip compression since around year 2003, including Internet Explorer 4+ 
(except Internet Explorer for Mac 4.5 and 5.0), Mozilla 0.9.4+ and Opera 5.12+ [11]. 
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Optimization [11]. Binary files types such as PDF, video and images should already have native 
compression and therefore further compression would only be a waste of resources and could even 
increase file size [3]. 

There are also ways to help Gzip make the files smaller by making them easier to compress. The Gzip 
algorithm partly depends on repetition in a given file, which means that small changes such as using 
consistent casing in all HTML attribute names and having them appear in an alphabetised order in 
the tags can have a positive effect on the resulting file size [11]. Google state on their website that 
after using previously mentioned techniques on their search page they achieved a 1.5% reduction in 
output file size [13]. 

There are also other ways to make the payload smaller. Files such as HTML, CSS and Javascript 
typically contain a large number of whitespace characters such as spaces, tabs and new lines in order 
to help readability for the developers. These characters are not needed for browsers to understand 
the code and should therefore be removed before being served to end users, a process often 
referred to as minification [1][14]. Minifying the text based files will both make them smaller, thus 
making the file transfer quicker, and speed up parsing by the browser once the file has been 
transferred as there will be fewer characters for it to parse [3]. 

5.5 Parallelise requests 

Another aspect to consider is the order in which the browser downloads the files referenced in the 
HTML page. In order to avoid having to re-render elements on the page the browser always makes 
sure to download the style sheets and Javascript files that are referenced in the head section of the 
HTML document first, and only after they have been downloaded and parsed continue the rest of 
the content [14]. This can be visualised in Figure 6 where a waterfall chart has been generated in 
Firebug to show load order for different types of resources. The index file is loaded first followed by 
the CSS and Javascript files, and only after a significant delay during which the files are parsed and 
the Javascript files also executed, are the following images downloaded. 

 

Figure 6: Waterfall chart from Firebug visualising the download order of different elements. 

It is therefore important that one only has the absolutely necessary code required for the page to 
load and render correctly in the files referenced in the document head. During the time above, 
before the images are loaded, the viewer of the website only sees a white page, and as mentioned 
earlier, it is imperative to cut this time as short as possible to keep the user on the site [4]. Javascript 
code that may be needed later in the document can be loaded in parallel with the rest of the 
resources in order to make the white page screen appear for as short time as possible. 
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One common way to load scripts without blocking the content is to simply put the script tags at the 
very bottom of the HTML document [3]. That way it is requested last and therefore does not block 
anything important and the viewable components are downloaded before the scripts. Another way 
to make scripts download without blocking the content is proposed by Steve Souders in Even Faster 
Web Sites and includes using a DOM element. A code example from Souders’ book is shown in Figure 
7 below. By loading the scripts this way they will be downloaded in parallel with the rest of the 
elements, and executed as they finish downloading. 

 

Figure 7: Code example from Even Faster Web Sites by Steve Souders demonstrating how to load scripts using a DOM 
element. 

Something else worth noting is that the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) have recognised this 
issue and have therefore included two new attributes called “async” and “defer” to the script tag in 
the new HTML5 standard. The async tag will make the script be downloaded in parallel and executed 
as soon as it is parsed, while the defer tag will also make the script be downloaded in parallel but not 
executed until the page has finished rendering [15].  

5.6 Caching 

There has been much focus on the downloading of resources; both in terms of overhead and file 
size, but one of the most important techniques to keep the user experience as fast as possible is one 
that may completely remove the need for transferring the files in the first place. By instructing the 
browser to cache resources it will no longer have the need to download the same files several times, 
and while this will have no effect on the user’s first visit to the site, it will significantly speed up any 
subsequent page loads [14]. This will also have a positive effect on the web server’s load as it will 
need to serve fewer resources than if caching is disabled. 

Caching involves saving resources that are rarely changed on the user’s computer so that they are 
available next time the browser needs them in order to reduce the number of resources necessary 
to download from the server [14]. To configure caching one sets the web server to include caching 
headers in the HTTP responses corresponding to each requested file. The three most important 
caching headers defined in the HTTP protocol are “Expires”, “Cache-Control” and “Last-Modified”. 
These headers are to be included in the HTTP response header sent from the web server to the 
client. 

The Expires header is used to tell the browser at what point in time the downloaded resource is to 
be considered “expired”. If the specified date and time has passed then a new version of the file will 
be downloaded. A full date and time string including time zone is required for the browser to 
understand when this time is [3], as can be seen in the example in Figure 8. This method is not very 
flexible however, in part because one has to decide on and calculate an exact date and time on 
which the resource will expire, and in part because one has to rely on that time and date settings on 
both server and client are correct. A more flexible header to use is the so called Cache-Control, using 
the “max-age” argument. One can then specify, instead of a specific date which is absolute, a 
relative value in the form of number of seconds after which the downloaded resource should be 

var scriptElem = document.createElement('script'); 
scriptElem.src = 'http://anydomain.com/A.js'; 
document.getElementsByTagName('head')[0].appendChild(scriptElem); 
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considered expired [16]. Figure 8 shows this setting with the max-age specified to one month. If 
both Expires and Cache-Control are specified, then according to the HTTP specification [17] the 
information in the Cache-Control field will take precedence if they contain conflicting information.  

 

Figure 8: Example values of the most important caching headers. 

When a downloaded resource is considered expired, the default mechanism for the browser is to 
download a new version of the file from the web server. But one might consider a better solution 
here. One may have the browser send a conditional GET request [3] in order to ascertain whether 
the file has been changed since it was downloaded. This is where the Last-Modified header comes in. 
With it one can specify when the resource was last modified, and this value can then be included in 
the conditional GET request using the “If-Modified-Since” header. If it has not since been modified, 
then the server can return with the HTTP status code “304: Not Modified” at which point the 
browser can go ahead and use the cached version, and the Expires or Cache-Control max-age value 
will be updated to reflect a new time [17]. If the resource has since been modified on the other 
hand, the server returns the regular “200: Ok” status code followed by the resource itself, just as it 
would have had it been a regular GET request [17]. This should not be considered a replacement for 
Cache-Control max-age however, because if one omits the max-age then, even if the content may 
not have to be re-downloaded, all the requests will still have to be issued to the server. 

So far the only covered cache type have been the browser cache, the storage of resources locally on 
the client’s machine, but there are also another kind of cache called a “Proxy Cache”. This type of 
cache works as such that if the resource transfer from the server passes through a proxy, such as the 
kind operated by some Internet Service Providers (ISP), on its way from the server to the client then 
the Proxy may store the file in its own cache, just as the browser stores the file in its cache [3]. This 
means that for any other requests for that same resource, from any user whose requests pass 
through the proxy, the proxy will just send back its cached version instead of going all the way to the 
web server to retrieve it [16]. Even if this still means that a request has to be made from the client 
and a file transfer take place between the proxy and the browser, it will in many cases still 
significantly speed up the transfer time as the proxy often is closer to the user then the web server 
[16]. 

Choosing for what resources to enable caching is often a trade-off [16], on the one hand it is 
preferential to cache as many resources as possible in order to keep requests to and transfers from 
the server at a minimum, and on the other hand one may want to make sure that the users always 
get the very latest content from the moment it is updated, something made difficult if the resource 
expiration dates are set far into the future. Resources that are good to have long validity periods for 
are therefore any files that are rarely changed, such as images, Javascript files, style sheets and flash 
animations, although this may vary from site to site. Other resources such as the HTML documents 
that are referencing the content on the other hand should probably have shorter expiry times such 
as a few minutes so that they can be quickly updated [14].  

Expires: Thu, 17 Jun 2014 20:00:00 GMT 
Cache-Control: max-age= 2628000 
Last-Modified: Wed, 07 Mar 2013 19:00:00 GMT 
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6 Methodology 

The first step of the optimisation process was a general analysis of the current efficiency of the 
website with regards to the theory section above. It consists of both automated and manual review 
and analysis of the web application. The tests were conducted on the 
site http://www.swedbank.se/privat/index.htm on April 28, 2013. 

The automated analysis was performed using two analysis tools; the browser based Yahoo YSlow 
[18] and the web based WebPageTest [19]. YSlow is an extension created by Yahoo! Inc. that 
integrates into the Firebug extension for Mozilla. It works by grading different aspects of a website’s 
performance based on a predefined rule set and make suggestions on how to improve those grades. 
The evaluation of the site was run using the rule set “YSlow (V2)”. WebPageTest is an online website 
performance review tool that can run a series of tests on a page from a specified location and using 
a specified browser. The selected test location for this analysis was Stockholm, Sweden using the 
browser Internet Explorer 8. 

The decision to use these tools was based in part on satisfactory test runs of both tools and in part 
on the recommendations that Tom Barker makes in his book Pro Javascript Performance [1]. The 
manual analysis was performed using Firebug [6] to review all the requests made, and by reviewing 
the source code that is parsed and executed. The collected performance data was then analysed, 
referencing to the theory section, in order to compile a list of possible improvements. 

Once a list of possible improvements had been established, testing was performed in each of these 
areas to determine how much the site might benefit from fixing the given problems in terms of 
performance. In order to achieve this each listed improvement was implemented on a separate site 
and the difference in various performance aspects was measured by sending a series of requests to 
each site. A “fully optimised” site was also created by implementing all the proposed improvements, 
as different improvements may affect each other.  

The testing was performed in a virtual environment using Debian Squeeze running an Apache 2.2.16 
web server and using fully patched Microsoft Windows 7 Professional and Microsoft Windows XP 
Professional as clients. The browsers selected to test with were Internet Explorer 9, Google Chrome 
27 and Mozilla Firefox 21 in Windows 7 and Internet Explorer 8 in Windows XP, as they were four of 
the most common browsers used to access the Swedbank site2. Apache was configured to set a 
cookie of 282 bytes for each test domain, the same size as the cookies set by the Swedbank web 
server at the time of the testing. For each browser a series of 20 page requests was then issued to 
the original site, each of the improvement sites and the optimised site. Each page request was sent 
with an empty browser cache. 

To measure the different performance aspects a private instance of WebPageTest 2.11 was hosted 
in the same virtual environment on a separate Debian server. It works by installing a control agent 
on the test machines to enable them to throttle network bandwidth and latency, remotely start and 
exit the installed web browsers and to measure a range of variables whilst loading the site. The 

                                                             
2 The data showing which browser most visitors of Swedbank’s website were using comes from a statistics 
module integrated with the site and is considered confidential. Access was granted as part of a personal 
communication with Division Architect Henrik Wall at Swedbank IT on May 24, 2013. 

http://www.swedbank.se/privat/
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network on the clients was set to throttle 8 Mbps downstream and 1 Mbps upstream with latency 
set to 50 ms round-trip time. The selected performance variables to be measured and compared 
were the following:  

- Load time: Time in milliseconds (ms) for the browser to reach the document onload event.  

- Render Start: Time in milliseconds (ms) when content first starts appearing on the screen. 

- Speed Index: An index defined by WebPageTest to evaluate time to display content [20]. It 
works by measuring how much graphical content (colours, images etc.) is visible is compared 
to how long time has passed. It is defined as:  

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 =  � �1−
𝑉𝐶
100

�
𝑉𝐶𝑇

0
  

where VC is the percentage of visible content displayed at a point in time and VCT is the time 
where all content is visible. 

- Requests: The number of requests sent to the web server.  

- Downloaded: Total number of downloaded bytes from the web server. 

- Uploaded: Total number of uploaded bytes to the web server. 

The three first variables are measurements affecting the user experience in loading the site while the 
three latter are more important in terms of the load on the web server. Once measured, the average 
results of each variable were presented together with the measurements for the original site in 
order to give the reader a good overview of the impact of the optimisation technique.  

Once the results for each test site had been presented and analysed, a cost-benefit discussion took 
place in order to conclude what combination of improvements would be the most beneficial to 
implement, considering both the performance impact and the cost of implementation.  
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7 Results 

7.1 Application analysis 

As a first step in the analysis a list of all resources being downloaded as the site is loaded have been 
compiled and is available for detailed review in Appendix A. By reviewing the list it can be observed 
that the site contains a total of 55 resources with a total size of 776.75 KiB3, as visualised in Figure 9 
below. The initial observation can be made that 55 requests is a rather high number of resources for 
one site, and furthermore that 39 images of a total size of 380.56 KiB makes a very low average file 
size of 9.7 KiB per image, meaning that the request overhead of these images is likely to take more 
time than the actual transfer (see section 5.2 Minimise requests in the theory section).  

 

Figure 9: An overview of the resources divided in file types. 

The automated tests have been executed as outlined in the Methodology and evaluation results 
have been generated by both YSlow and WebPageTest. The raw results of these evaluations can be 
reviewed in Appendices B and C and they will hereby be gone through with references to the theory 
section. 

The report section 5.2 (Minimise requests) covers the importance of keeping the amount of 
separately fetched resources to a minimum as the overhead of fetching a new resource can be more 
costly than the download itself. Both YSlow and WebPageTest point out this problem and 
recommend merging files to reduce the number of requests. The differences between YSlow’s and 
WebPageTest’s recommendations are that WebPageTest only suggest combining 9 out of the 11 
Javascript files and that WebPageTest recommend merging of the two CSS Files as well. What is 
more, YSlow also recommends combining 19 out of the 39 images using CSS Sprites. WebPageTest 
have no check for what images can be merged and therefore does not come with such 
recommendations. Testing will be performed to evaluate the performance benefits of combining 
both the Javascript files and the image files. 

When it comes to the request overhead one can observe in Firebug that the total cookie size is 282 
bytes for the swedbank.se domain which according to YSlow is an acceptable size by giving the site 
the grade ‘A’ for that area. WebPageTest does not mention the size of the cookies themselves, but 
gives, just as YSlow; a low grade for the handling of the cookies themselves, or more specifically, in 

                                                             
3 To avoid the ambiguity of the kilobyte (kB) that should only be used to reference 1000 (103) bytes, this report 
uses the prefix kibibyte (KiB) that according to published international standards is the correct prefix to use 
when referring to 1024 (210) bytes [22]. 

12.3% 
0.1% 

7.4% 
1.3% 

49.0% 

29.9% 

CSS

Favicon

Font

HTML

Image

Javascript

File Types Files Size (KiB)  
CSS 2 95,70 
Favicon 1 1,12 
Font 1 57,16 
HTML 1 9,97 
Image 39 380,56 
Javascript 11 232,25 

Total 55 776,75 
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what requests to the server the cookies are included. As stated in section 5.3 (Request overhead), 
requests for static resources should not include cookies, and in this case all requests for static 
resources do include all these cookies as a static domain is not used to serve these requests. Testing 
will be performed to evaluate the performance benefits of adding a static domain. 

Furthermore, both YSlow and WebPageTest propose using a Content Delivery Network (CDN) in 
order to be able to receive requests from clients in a more widespread geographic location without a 
drop in speed due to distance. While this may be advantageous for sites that have a more 
widespread customer base, the benefits for Swedbank would probably not be as great as their 
customer base is mostly concentrated to Sweden and northern Europe4. Something else mentioned 
in the Request overhead section is the size of the URL, the string itself that is used to request the 
components. While neither YSlow nor WebPageTest mention this as a possible area of improvement, 
testing will be performed in this area to ascertain the potential benefits of making the URLs shorter. 

In section 5.4 (Payload size) it has been stated that one of the most important improvements one 
can make to minimise the file size of text files is to compress them. Reviewing the response headers 
in this case show that only the file index.htm is sent compressed; all the other text based resources 
are sent without compression. This fact is supported by both YSlow and WebPageTest whom suggest 
using Gzip to compress all text based resources such as Javascript and CSS files. WebPageTest even 
poses that one can decrease the file size of those files by over 70 per cent by just compressing them. 
Testing will be performed to establish how much smaller the text based files can become as well as 
how much faster the transfer becomes by serving compressed files. 

Another important point in section 5.4 (Payload size) is to minify text based resources. This makes 
the files smaller, helps Gzip to compress them even further, and can make it faster for the browser 
to parse the files. However, YSlow only proposes one text based resource that should be minified 
and WebPageTest shows none at all, and while this should suggest that there is no need of minifying 
files in this case, manual review of the text based files reveal that while many of the text based files 
are minified to some extent, at least five out of the fourteen files have not been minified, as can be 
seen in Figure 10. This therefore warrants further testing to ascertain if an improvement can be 
achieved by minifying the files. 

                                                             
4 The data showing where most visitors of Swedbank’s site are located comes from a statistics module 
integrated with the site and is considered confidential. Access was granted as part of a personal 
communication with Division Architect Henrik Wall at Swedbank IT on May 24, 2013. 
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Figure 10: Listing of text based resources. 

Next in the theory section is the section about parallelising requests which covers the importance of 
the order in which the files are downloaded, parsed and executed. The file types that matter the 
most in this area are the CSS and Javascript files as they directly influence what is displayed on the 
screen, specifically that CSS files always should be at the head of the document as nothing can be 
displayed until the CSS files have been parsed and that Javascript that are not indispensable at page 
load should not be loaded in the head as they block other downloads until they are completed. In 
this case YSlow gives the site an ‘A’ for having all the CSS code in the head tag, but a ‘D’ for having 8 
Javascript files load in the head of the document. WebPageTest does not review this aspect in web 
performance and therefore does not offer any suggestions in this area. Testing will be performed to 
ascertain the potential improvements in load time by making these script files load in parallel with 
the rest of the content. 

The final area of the Theory section is Caching, the importance of keeping static files on disk to avoid 
having to download the same files several times. Both tools here state that there is no caching 
defined at all in any of the response headers for static content. There is a difference in what files 
YSlow and WebPageTest considers static (YSlow states 50 files while WebPageTest states 54), but 
regardless of the exact number of files, both tools give consider this area very important when 
measuring the performance of a web application. Testing will be performed to evaluate the potential 
gains of enabling caching for repeat page views. 

The second part of the caching section involved what is called Proxy Caching, where it is outlined 
that intermediaries like Internet Service Providers (ISPs) can also cache content if the correct caching 
headers are included, thereby potentially making the path which the data has to travel much shorter 
and thereby also the transfer faster. A survey of major Swedish ISPs was conducted to investigate 
the prevalence of Proxy Caching among large commercial actors in the sector in order to determine 
if enabling proxy caching headers should be a consideration for Swedbank. 

The responses to the question whether they perform proxy caching for their customers can be seen 
in Figure 11. As can be observed, no ISP has stated that they are using Proxy caching whilst five have 
responded “no”, one does not know despite asking their IT department, one has chosen not to 
answer the question due to company policy and one has simply yet to respond to the survey. 

Type File Size (KiB) Minified 
CSS wcm_css_newprofile.css 94,4 Yes 
CSS wcm_css_newprofile_print.css 1,3 Yes 
Javascript jquery.xml2json.pack.js 2,2 Yes 
Javascript webtrends.min.js 24,2 Yes 
Javascript wcm_js_anythingslider.js 18,2 Yes 
Javascript wcm_js_dropshadow.js 2,7 Yes 
Javascript wcm_js_easing.js 3,4 Yes 
Javascript wcm_js_jquery.js 90,6 Yes 
Javascript wcm_js_swfobject15.js 6,2 Yes 
HTML index.htm 10,0 No 
Javascript wcm.js 43,3 No 
Javascript wcm_form.js 3,2 No 
Javascript ssajax.js 26,3 No 
Javascript wcm.toggle.js 11,9 No 
Total  337,92 9/14 
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Figure 11: Swedish Internet Service Providers’ responses to the question on whether they currently employ a proxy 
caching scheme in order to faster serve their customers’ requests. 

From this information one can draw the conclusion that even if used, Proxy Caching is not used 
extensively among the Swedish ISPs and would therefore make Proxy Cache optimisation a minor 
concern for the performance analysis of Swedbank’s websites as the large majority of visitors to the 
site are located in Sweden. 

7.2 Optimisation testing 

The analysis in the previous section arrived at the following main points to perform testing on in 
order to detail possible improvements for the Swedbank website: 

- Combining Javascript files 
- Combining CSS images using sprites 
- Using a static domain to avoid sending cookies with every request. 
- Making the URLs shorter. 
- Compressing text based files. 
- Minifying text based files. 
- Loading scripts in parallel. 
- Enabling caching for repeat page views. 

A copy of the Swedbank main page as it was on April 28, 2013 was downloaded and placed on an 
Apache2 web server as detailed in the Methodology. All files and directories are identical to those on 
the original site, but it is important to note that the file at the URL 
stat.swedbank.se/dcsv5bquupez1ledhhwndfept_4h1j/dcs.gif with file size 43 bytes has been 
excluded from the testing as it is a dummy file pertaining to the statistics module of the site. This 
leaves a total of 54 resources at a total size of 776.75 KiB. 

7.2.1 Combining Javascript files 
In total there are eleven Javascript files downloaded during each site load. Out of these files eight 
are loaded in the document head and three in the document body. As established earlier this test is 
performed in order to determine if any performance improvement can be observed if these 
Javascript files are combined together in as few files as possible.  

As can be observed in Figure 12, eight Javascript files were found referenced in the head section of 
the document and these were merged as they were into one file named “head.js”. Two Javascript 
files were found referenced in the body section and were combined in the same way in “body.js”. 

ISP Yes No Does not know Elected not to answer 
due to company policy Not responded 

3  X    
Bahnhof  X    
Bredbandsbolaget     X 
Comhem    X  
Glocalnet  X    
Ownit  X    
Tele2   X   
Telia  X    
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One Javascript file, named “webtrends.min.js” was not merged with the others as it was identified as 
being part of the statistics module on the site, and was therefore deemed as not a good candidate 
for merging. It is important to mention however, that webtrends.min.js is loaded asynchronously 
(see section 5.5 Parallelise requests) and therefore has a smaller impact on the site performance 
than other Javascript files. This means that the test now includes 3 Javascript files instead of the 
original 11 and that the total number of requests has been reduced by 8. 

 

Figure 12: Javascript file breakdown describing how files were combined. 

Once the files had been combined testing was performed to compare the previously selected 
performance variables for the original site and the changed site. The average variable values can be 
seen in Figure 13 below. As can be observed, the differences generally quite small between the 
original site and the site with the Javascript combined. This is not very surprising as only combining 
the files should have relatively small impact when not combined with and parallelising them. What is 
surprising however is that while the newer browsers show very small or even negative changes, the 
older Internet Explorer 8 in Windows XP shows significant improvements in both load time and 
rendering times, most likely due to the fact that the newer browsers have improved their Javascript 
handling. Another variable that shows significant improvement is the number of bytes transferred 
from the browser to the server. The reason for that is simple, what is uploaded from the browser to 
the server is the requests, and as there are fewer requests to be made, fewer bytes need to be sent. 

File Size New File In doc head 
wcm.toggle.js 11,9 KiB head.js Yes 
ssajax.js 26,3 KiB head.js Yes 
wcm_js_jquery.js 90,6 KiB head.js Yes 
jquery.xml2json.pack.js 2,2 KiB head.js Yes 
wcm_form.js 3,2 KiB head.js Yes 
wcm.js 43,3 KiB head.js Yes 
wcm_js_swfobject15.js 6,2 KiB head.js Yes 
wcm_js_dropshadow.js 2,7 KiB head.js Yes 
wcm_js_easing.js 3,4 KiB body.js No 
wcm_js_anythingslider.js 18,2 KiB body.js No 
webtrends.min.js 24,2 KiB webtrends.min.js No, async 
Total 232,2 KiB  8/11 
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Figure 13: Average test result breakdown for Test 2: Combined Javascript. 

7.2.2 Combining images 
In total there are 38 images downloaded while loading the original site. As many as possible of these 
should be combined into a few larger images in order to reduce the number of requests and possibly 
also file size. 

As was established in section 5.2 (Minimise requests), additional analysis is required in order to find 
which images are good candidates to combine together. 18 PNG and GIF images were found to be 
good candidates for combination as none of them were exceptionally large, nor repeated along an 
axis, nor animated. These images were combined into the file “sprite.png”. The JPG images were also 
straight forward as they were neither repeated nor large and could therefore be combined into the 
file “sprite-jpeg.jpg”. When analysing the images, several PNG files were found to be either repeated 
along or dynamically moved along the x axis using CSS, and while none of these are good candidates 
to be combined with other images, they can still be combined by simply leaving them to use the x 
axis and place each new image below the other. In this case 4 images were found to fit this pattern 
and now make up “sprite-x.png”. Finally the last sprite image makes up 3 images that use their 
centre along the x axis as a reference point in how they are displayed and were therefore not good 
candidates either, but could still be combined together. Those images make up the file “sprite-
other.png”. A more detailed listing of the files combined together in each sprite can be reviewed in 
Figure 14. 

  Load Time Render Start Speed Index Requests  Downloaded Uploaded 
Windows 7: Internet Explorer 9             

0: Original site 1,517 ms 1,020 ms 1,509 54 793.1 KiB 34.0 KiB 
1: Combined Javascript 1,540 ms 1,024 ms 1,500 46 788.7 KiB 27.3 KiB 
Difference +24 ms +5 ms -9 -8 -4.4 KiB -6.7 KiB 
Improvement % -2% 0% 1% 17% 1% 25% 

Windows 7: Google Chrome 27             
0: Original site 1,610 ms 836 ms 1,524 54 792.6 KiB 33.8 KiB 
1: Combined Javascript 1,688 ms 920 ms 1,578 46 788.3 KiB 28.4 KiB 
Difference +79 ms +84 ms +55 -8 -4.4 KiB -5.4 KiB 
Improvement % -5% -9% -3% 17% 1% 19% 

Windows 7: Firefox 21             
0: Original site 1,548 ms 1,040 ms 1,384 53 792.2 KiB 32.7 KiB 
1: Combined Javascript 1,666 ms 1,073 ms 1,496 45 787.9 KiB 27.2 KiB 
Difference +118 ms +33 ms +112 -8 -4.4 KiB -5.4 KiB 
Improvement % -7% -3% -8% 18% 1% 20% 

Windows XP: Internet Explorer 8             
0: Original site 2,966 ms 1,845 ms 2,855 55 837.0 KiB 33.6 KiB 
1: Combined Javascript 2,314 ms 1,316 ms 2,201 47 832.6 KiB 28.4 KiB 
Difference -652 ms -529 ms -654 -8 -4.4 KiB -5.2 KiB 
Improvement % 28% 40% 30% 16% 1% 18% 
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Figure 14: Sprite images listing. 

This leaves 7 images that have not been included in sprites for various reasons, giving a total of 11 
images to load which means that the total number of requests have been reduced by 27. Once the 
files had been combined testing was performed to compare the previously selected performance 
variables for the original site and the changed site. The average variable values can be observed in 
Figure 15.  

As the number of requests has been reduced by half, so has also the number of uploaded bytes. 
More significant however, is the reduction in load and render times. The improvements that can be 
observed differ a lot from browser to browser, with the biggest improvements in Render Start and 
Speed Index in Internet Explorer 9, Load Time and Speed Index in Google Chrome, and comparatively 
very small improvements in Firefox and Internet Explorer 8. Downloaded bytes from the server are 
also reduced with approximately 82 KiB or 12%. 

sprite.png sprite-jpeg.jpg sprite-x.png sprite-other.png 
18999_mynt.gif cid_487887.jpg gray-link-arrow.png custom_button_orange.png 
active-slider-indicator.png cid_578078.jpg main_nav_black_bg.png footer-bg-light-gradient.png 
cid_699553.png cid_898451.jpg main_nav_divider.png main_nav_active_nose.png 
close-orange.png cid_898455.jpg orange-link-arrow.png 

 footer-column-divider.png cid_898458.jpg 
  footer-orange-stripe.png cid_898979.jpg 
  icon-facebook.png 

   icon-google.png 
   icon-linkedin.png 
   icon-twitter.png 
   IMG_LISTEN_SMALL_SQUARE.gif 
   IMG_PRINT_SMALL_SQUARE_FILLED.gif 
   img_spacer.gif 
   inactive-slider-indicator.png 
   printer-orange.png 
   search-ininput.png 
   shadowed-searchfield.png 
   stocks_arrowup.png 
   18 6 4 3 
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Figure 15: Average test result breakdown for Test 2: Image sprites. 

7.2.3 Static domain 
On the Swedbank website, all content is served from the same domain, which means that the 
browser includes all the cookies set for the domain in every request for a new file that is made to the 
web server in that domain. By hosting all static content on a separate domain this cookie 
information is not sent and the amount of bytes necessary to send to the server during each request 
is therefore reduced.  

All static requests, which in this case is all requests besides the main document, were therefore 
moved to a separate domain named “swedbank-static”, and the files referencing them were 
updated to reflect this. No other changes were made. 

Figure 16 shows the average test results for this change. The size of the cookie for the original site 
was previously set to 282 bytes, the size of the cookie for the Swedbank.se domain was found to 
have. As can be observed, the number of uploaded bytes reflects the expected reduction of around 
13-14 KiB. One can also see a minor reduction in Load and Render times, especially for Internet 
Explorer 8, while Google Chrome actually shows a minor increase in Load and Render times, possibly 
due to the fact that an extra DNS lookup is required. 

  Load Time Render Start Speed Index Requests  Downloaded Uploaded 
Windows 7: Internet Explorer 9             

0: Original site 1,517 ms 1,020 ms 1,509 54 793.1 KiB 34.0 KiB 
2: Image sprites 1,422 ms 784 ms 1,319 27 710.7 KiB 16.0 KiB 
Difference -95 ms -236 ms -190 -27 -82.4 KiB -18.0 KiB 
Improvement % 7% 30% 14% 100% 12% 112% 

Windows 7: Google Chrome 27             
0: Original site 1,610 ms 836 ms 1,524 54 792.6 KiB 33.8 KiB 
2: Image sprites 1,343 ms 807 ms 1,240 27 710.3 KiB 15.5 KiB 
Difference -267 ms -30 ms -284 -27 -82.3 KiB -18.2 KiB 
Improvement % 20% 4% 23% 100% 12% 117% 

Windows 7: Firefox 21             
0: Original site 1,548 ms 1,040 ms 1,384 53 792.2 KiB 32.7 KiB 
2: Image sprites 1,512 ms 1,015 ms 1,345 27 710.5 KiB 15.4 KiB 
Difference -36 ms -25 ms -39 -26 -81.8 KiB -17.3 KiB 
Improvement % 2% 2% 3% 96% 12% 113% 

Windows XP: Internet Explorer 8             
0: Original site 2,966 ms 1,845 ms 2,855 55 837.0 KiB 33.6 KiB 
2: Image sprites 2,797 ms 1,809 ms 2,723 28 754.6 KiB 16.2 KiB 
Difference -170 ms -36 ms -132 -27 -82.4 KiB -17.4 KiB 
Improvement % 6% 2% 5% 97% 11% 107% 
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Figure 16: Average test result breakdown for Test 3: Static Domain. 

7.2.4 Shortening URLs 
It was established in section 5.3 (Request overhead) that by making the request URLs shorter both 
the sizes of the requests from the browser and the responses from the server can be reduced. In this 
case the length of the URL is not very long, but still long enough to warrant testing.  

All requests were therefore moved from their original location in the file structure to a folder 
directly under the document root, with all script files under “/js/”, all images under “/img/”, all CSS 
files under “/css/” and so on. All files referencing another file were thereafter edited to reflect this 
change. 

The average results of the testing can be reviewed in Figure 17. As can be observed, the results 
reflect a very minor change in number of transferred bytes, with around a 2 KiB reduction in 
downloaded bytes and a 3 KiB reduction in uploaded bytes. The load times reflect a minor change in 
load times, but nothing very significant.  

  Load Time Render Start Speed Index Requests  Downloaded Uploaded 
Windows 7: Internet Explorer 9             

0: Original site 1,517 ms 1,020 ms 1,509 54 793.1 KiB 34.0 KiB 
3: Static domain 1,493 ms 1,028 ms 1,466 54 795.8 KiB 19.8 KiB 
Difference -24 ms +9 ms -43 ±0 +2.7 KiB -14.2 KiB 
Improvement % 2% -1% 3% 0% 0% 72% 

Windows 7: Google Chrome 27             
0: Original site 1,610 ms 836 ms 1,524 54 792.6 KiB 33.8 KiB 
3: Static domain 1,669 ms 903 ms 1,582 54 795.3 KiB 20.0 KiB 
Difference +60 ms +67 ms +58 ±0 +2.7 KiB -13.8 KiB 
Improvement % -4% -7% -4% 0% 0% 69% 

Windows 7: Firefox 21             
0: Original site 1,548 ms 1,040 ms 1,384 53 792.2 KiB 32.7 KiB 
3: Static domain 1,425 ms 1,062 ms 1,312 54 748.4 KiB 20.5 KiB 
Difference -123 ms +22 ms -72 +1 -43.8 KiB -12.2 KiB 
Improvement % 9% -2% 6% -2% 6% 60% 

Windows XP: Internet Explorer 8             
0: Original site 2,966 ms 1,845 ms 2,855 55 837.0 KiB 33.6 KiB 
3: Static domain 2,762 ms 1,648 ms 2,655 54 738.6 KiB 20.5 KiB 
Difference -204 ms -198 ms -200 -1 -98.4 KiB -13.1 KiB 
Improvement % 7% 12% 8% 1% 13% 64% 
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Figure 17: Average test result breakdown for Test 4: Shorter URLs. 

7.2.5 Compressing text based files 
Compressing text based files was stated in section 5.4 (Payload size) to be one of the most important 
ways to make a web application faster from a user perspective, and one that also reduces the web 
server load as it simply has fewer bytes to send.  

The original site contains 11 Javascript files, 2 CSS files and one HTML file, making up a total of 14 
text based files excluding the font files. A breakdown of the text based files along with their 
respective compressed sizes can be viewed in Figure 18. The HTML file was as previously mentioned 
the only file that is sent compressed from the original site, but one can observe there are still quite 
significant differences in the total file sizes with over 150 per cent total reduction. 

The font files used by the browser are also text based, but differs from browser to browser. In 
Internet Explorer 9, Google Chrome and Firefox the browser requests a WOFF file while Internet 
Explorer 8 requests an EOT file. This is significant because the WOFF file is natively compressed when 
created while the EOT file is not. This makes the 101 KiB EOT file, as can be seen in Figure 18, almost 
twice as large as the 57 KiB WOFF file. It can however, by compressing it with Gzip, be reduced to 
just 59 KiB, close to the same size as the already compressed WOFF file. Because the WOFF file is 
already natively compressed, further compression of it would not make it smaller than it already is 
and therefore Gzip compression of WOFF files is left disabled in the web server while EOT 
compression is enabled. 

  Load Time Render Start Speed Index Requests  Downloaded Uploaded 
Windows 7: Internet Explorer 9             

0: Original site 1,517 ms 1,020 ms 1,509 54 793.1 KiB 34.0 KiB 
4: Shorter URLs 1,563 ms 1,051 ms 1,530 54 791.0 KiB 31.0 KiB 
Difference +47 ms +31 ms +21 ±0 -2.1 KiB -3.0 KiB 
Improvement % -3% -3% -1% 0% 0% 10% 

Windows 7: Google Chrome 27             
0: Original site 1,610 ms 836 ms 1,524 54 792.6 KiB 33.8 KiB 
4: Shorter URLs 1,606 ms 866 ms 1,553 54 790.6 KiB 30.9 KiB 
Difference -4 ms +29 ms +29 ±0 -2.1 KiB -2.9 KiB 
Improvement % 0% -3% -2% 0% 0% 9% 

Windows 7: Firefox 21             
0: Original site 1,548 ms 1,040 ms 1,384 53 792.2 KiB 32.7 KiB 
4: Shorter URLs 1,526 ms 1,027 ms 1,371 53 790.2 KiB 29.0 KiB 
Difference -22 ms -13 ms -13 ±0 -2.1 KiB -3.7 KiB 
Improvement % 1% 1% 1% 0% 0% 13% 

Windows XP: Internet Explorer 8             
0: Original site 2,966 ms 1,845 ms 2,855 55 837.0 KiB 33.6 KiB 
4: Shorter URLs 2,778 ms 1,671 ms 2,670 55 834.9 KiB 30.8 KiB 
Difference -188 ms -174 ms -185 +0 -2.1 KiB -2.8 KiB 
Improvement % 7% 10% 7% 0% 0% 9% 
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Figure 18: Text based file comparison using Gzip compression. 

In order to accurately simulate the performance benefits of using Gzip compression the Apache2 
deflate module was set to, besides HTML files as earlier, compress CSS, Javascript and EOT files. The 
average test results can be reviewed in Figure 19. The expected reduce in downloaded bytes from 
the listing in Figure 18 is present and shows a 43-50% improvement in the number of downloaded 
bytes. It also shows significant improvements in Load Time as well as Render Start time and Speed 
Index, which as was stated in the Theory section, is very important for user satisfaction. The biggest 
differences are in Internet Explorer 8 and 9, while Google Chrome and Firefox show less, but 
nonetheless important reductions.  

 

Figure 19: Average test result breakdown for Test 5: Compressed text files. 

Type File Original Compressed Reduction % Reduction 
HTML index.htm 10,0 KiB 10,0 KiB 0,0 KiB 0% 
CSS wcm_css_newprofile.css 94,4 KiB 16,7 KiB -77,7 KiB 466% 
CSS wcm_css_newprofile_print.css 1,3 KiB 0,5 KiB -0,8 KiB 175% 
Javascript ssajax.js 26,3 KiB 5,5 KiB -20,8 KiB 378% 
Javascript wcm.js 43,3 KiB 11,9 KiB -31,4 KiB 263% 
Javascript wcm.toggle.js 11,9 KiB 2,6 KiB -9,3 KiB 358% 
Javascript wcm_form.js 3,2 KiB 1,2 KiB -2,0 KiB 169% 
Javascript jquery.xml2json.pack.js 2,2 KiB 1,3 KiB -0,9 KiB 65% 
Javascript wcm_js_anythingslider.js 18,2 KiB 5,9 KiB -12,3 KiB 207% 
Javascript wcm_js_dropshadow.js 2,7 KiB 1,2 KiB -1,5 KiB 132% 
Javascript wcm_js_easing.js 3,4 KiB 0,8 KiB -2,6 KiB 325% 
Javascript wcm_js_jquery.js 90,6 KiB 31,4 KiB -59,2 KiB 189% 
Javascript wcm_js_swfobject15.js 6,2 KiB 2,0 KiB -4,2 KiB 216% 
Javascript webtrends.min.js 24,2 KiB 8,6 KiB -15,6 KiB 180% 
Font SwedbankSans-Medium.woff 57,2 KiB 57,2 KiB 0,0 KiB 0% 
Font SwedbankSans-Medium.eot 101,3 KiB 59,0 KiB -42,3 KiB 72% 
Total WOFF 395,1 KiB 156,7 KiB -238,4 KiB 152% 
Total EOT 439,2 KiB 158,6 KiB -280,7 KiB 177% 

 

  Load Time Render Start Speed Index Requests  Downloaded Uploaded 
Windows 7: Internet Explorer 9             

0: Original site 1,517 ms 1,020 ms 1,509 54 793.1 KiB 34.0 KiB 
5: Compressed text files 1,261 ms 787 ms 1,249 54 555.1 KiB 33.0 KiB 
Difference -256 ms -233 ms -260 ±0 -238.0 KiB -1.0 KiB 
Improvement % 20% 30% 21% 0% 43% 3% 

Windows 7: Google Chrome 27             
0: Original site 1,610 ms 836 ms 1,524 54 792.6 KiB 33.8 KiB 
5: Compressed text files 1,418 ms 646 ms 1,324 54 554.8 KiB 33.1 KiB 
Difference -191 ms -190 ms -199 ±0 -237.8 KiB -0.7 KiB 
Improvement % 13% 29% 15% 0% 43% 2% 

Windows 7: Firefox 21             
0: Original site 1,548 ms 1,040 ms 1,384 53 792.2 KiB 32.7 KiB 
5: Compressed text files 1,343 ms 841 ms 1,181 53 554.5 KiB 31.7 KiB 
Difference -205 ms -199 ms -203 ±0 -237.8 KiB -0.9 KiB 
Improvement % 15% 24% 17% 0% 43% 3% 

Windows XP: Internet Explorer 8             
0: Original site 2,966 ms 1,845 ms 2,855 55 837.0 KiB 33.6 KiB 
5: Compressed text files 2,434 ms 1,344 ms 2,329 55 556.9 KiB 32.9 KiB 
Difference -532 ms -502 ms -526 +0 -280.0 KiB -0.7 KiB 
Improvement % 22% 37% 23% 0% 50% 2% 
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7.2.6 Minifying text based files 
To minify text based files is to remove all the characters in said file that are not expressly needed for 
the browser to interpret it, like comments and whitespace. Besides the obvious advantage of making 
the file size smaller and therefore the transfer faster, there is also the advantage that the browser 
has less text to parse and therefore probably will complete the parsing faster. Another advantage, as 
mentioned in section 5.4 (Payload size), is that it will make Gzip compression slightly more efficient. 

Two tools were used in conjunction to minify the text based files; the “HTML Compressor” [20] to 
minify HTML content and the “YUI Compressor” [21] to minify Javascript and CSS content. The 
results from the minification can be seen in Figure 20. As the HTML file is sent compressed from the 
web server, but of course parsed by the browser in its uncompressed state, it is showed twice in the 
table to show both the reduction in size when it is sent and the reduction in what needs to be parsed 
by the browser. 

 

Figure 20: Results from minifying text based files. 

While many of the files are already minified to some extent (in particular those showing less than 4 
per cent reduction in Figure 20), there is still significant gains to implement a minification stage in 
the deployment process. Two of the Javascript files show to have their file sizes reduced by more 
than half, with a total of six files that would benefit greatly from being minified. By minifying the text 
based files the text based files their total size would be reduced by as much as 13 per cent, counting 
the ones already minified. It should also be noted that on further examination of the index 
document there was a somewhat curious finding that it contained 1483 empty lines, compared to 
742 lines with actual content. This is likely to be a side effect from some kind of a publishing tool and 
is something that should be addressed. 

The average results of the page load testing can be reviewed in Figure 21. There the total savings 
noted Figure 20 can be confirmed with 38.7 KiB savings in downloaded bytes. The overall impact on 
loading and render times can be found to be relatively low, but it should be kept in mind that 
minifying the files also has a positive impact on Gzip performance and that it should be used in 
conjunction with other optimisation techniques listed to achieve optimal benefits. The only browser 
showing any significant savings from using minification seem to be Internet Explorer 8 which most 

Type File Size Size minified Difference % Reduction 
HTML index.htm (Uncompressed) 38,2 KiB 32,1 KiB -6,0 KiB 19% 
HTML index.htm (Compressed) 10,0 KiB 8,6 KiB -1,4 KiB 16% 
CSS wcm_css_newprofile.css 94,4 KiB 94,4 KiB 0 KiB 0% 
CSS wcm_css_newprofile_print.css 1,3 KiB 1,3 KiB 0 KiB 0% 
Javascript ssajax.js 26,3 KiB 13,3 KiB -13,0 KiB 98% 
Javascript wcm.js 43,3 KiB 29,6 KiB -13,7 KiB 46% 
Javascript wcm.toggle.js 11,9 KiB 5,2 KiB -6,7 KiB 128% 
Javascript wcm_form.js 3,2 KiB 1,4 KiB -1,8 KiB 136% 
Javascript jquery.xml2json.pack.js 2,2 KiB 1,9 KiB -0,3 KiB 17% 
Javascript wcm_js_anythingslider.js 18,2 KiB 17,5 KiB -0,7 KiB 4% 
Javascript wcm_js_dropshadow.js 2,7 KiB 2,7 KiB -0,0 KiB 1% 
Javascript wcm_js_easing.js 3,4 KiB 3,4 KiB -0,1 KiB 2% 
Javascript wcm_js_jquery.js 90,6 KiB 89,7 KiB -0,9 KiB 1% 
Javascript wcm_js_swfobject15.js 6,2 KiB 6,2 KiB -0,1 KiB 1% 
Javascript webtrends.min.js 24,2 KiB 24,2 KiB 0 KiB 0% 
Total Uncompressed HTML 366,1 KiB 322,8 KiB -43,3 KiB 13% 
Total Compressed HTML 337,9 KiB 299,2 KiB -38,7 KiB 13% 
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likely being an older browser, has a less efficient parsing algorithm than the newer browsers that 
tend to be more forgiving. 

 

Figure 21: Average test result breakdown for Test 6: Minified text files. 

7.2.7 Loading scripts in parallel 
The main purpose of making the Javascript files load in parallel is to let other files load at the same 
time as script files. As described in the Theory section, the main target variable for this technique is 
the Render Start time, instead of having to wait for the Javascript files to finish downloading before 
requesting other files it allows the rest of the content to be downloaded at the same time, thereby 
improving Render Start time.  

The index document file was analysed in order to establish how and where the Javascript files were 
loaded. Once the list of script files was established testing took place to establish what script files 
could be delayed to load together with the rest of the content. As can be seen in Figure 22, all but 
one script file load ahead of all the content (not asynchronous), but only two files were found to be 
necessary to have loaded before the rendering of the page, all others could be delayed until later 
with no visible side effects.  

  Load Time Render Start Speed Index Requests  Downloaded Uploaded 
Windows 7: Internet Explorer 9             

0: Original site 1,517 ms 1,020 ms 1,509 54 793.1 KiB 34.0 KiB 
6: Minified text files 1,484 ms 1,004 ms 1,461 54 754.4 KiB 33.1 KiB 
Difference -33 ms -15 ms -48 ±0 -38.7 KiB -0.8 KiB 
Improvement % 2% 2% 3% 0% 5% 2% 

Windows 7: Google Chrome 27             
0: Original site 1,610 ms 836 ms 1,524 54 792.6 KiB 33.8 KiB 
6: Minified text files 1,620 ms 828 ms 1,526 54 753.9 KiB 33.0 KiB 
Difference +10 ms -8 ms +3 ±0 -38.7 KiB -0.7 KiB 
Improvement % -1% 1% 0% 0% 5% 2% 

Windows 7: Firefox 21             
0: Original site 1,548 ms 1,040 ms 1,384 53 792.2 KiB 32.7 KiB 
6: Minified text files 1,589 ms 1,094 ms 1,428 53 753.5 KiB 31.8 KiB 
Difference +41 ms +54 ms +44 ±0 -38.7 KiB -0.9 KiB 
Improvement % -3% -5% -3% 0% 5% 3% 

Windows XP: Internet Explorer 8             
0: Original site 2,966 ms 1,845 ms 2,855 55 837.0 KiB 33.6 KiB 
6: Minified text files 2,842 ms 1,716 ms 2,743 55 798.3 KiB 33.0 KiB 
Difference -125 ms -129 ms -112 +0 -38.7 KiB -0.6 KiB 
Improvement % 4% 8% 4% 0% 5% 2% 
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Figure 22: Javascript file breakdown for parallelisation 

The two files “wcm_js_jquery.js and wcm.js were therefore left in the head section while the others 
were changed to load asynchronously. Javascript code was therefore included at the end of the 
document file to load the remaining files asynchronously. This code can be viewed in Figure 23. 

 

Figure 23: Javascript code to load scripts asynchronously where “files” is an array of Javascript files to load 

Once the files had been set to load asynchronously, testing took place to determine the potential 
improvement of the Render Start variable. The average test results can be reviewed in Figure 24 and 
there is indeed an improvement to be seen. The browsers in Windows 7 show an improvement in 
Render Start time of around 10 per cent, or about 90 ms, while Internet Explorer in Windows XP not 
only show a significant 45% improvement in Render Start time, but also Load Time and Speed Index 
show good improvements of 27 and 29 per cent respectively.  

Order File Size (KiB) In doc head Async load Delayable 
1 wcm.toggle.js  11,9 KiB Yes No Yes 
2 ssajax.js  26,3 KiB Yes No Yes 
3 wcm_js_jquery.js  90,6 KiB Yes No No 
4 jquery.xml2json.pack.js  2,2 KiB Yes No Yes 
5 wcm_form.js  3,2 KiB Yes No Yes 
6 wcm.js  43,3 KiB Yes No No 
7 wcm_js_swfobject15.js  6,2 KiB Yes No Yes 
8 wcm_js_dropshadow.js  2,7 KiB Yes No Yes 
9 wcm_js_easing.js  3,4 KiB No No Yes 

10 wcm_js_anythingslider.js  18,2 KiB No No Yes 
11 webtrends.min.js  24,2 KiB No Yes Yes 

 
Total  232,2 KiB 8/11 1/11 9/11 

 

var head = document.getElementsByTagName('head')[0]; 
var script; 
for(var i = 0; i < files.length; i++) 
{ 
    script = document.createElement('script'); 
    script.type = "text/javascript"; 
    script.src = files[i]; 
    head.appendChild(script); 
} 
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Figure 24: Average test result breakdown for Test 7: Load scripts in parallel. 

7.2.8 Enabling caching headers 
To enable caching headers is different to the other optimisation techniques previously covered in 
that it doesn’t directly affect the variables of the first load, but rather attempts to prevent having to 
download the content a second time on a subsequent page view.  

In order to test this, caching headers were enabled in the Apache web server configuration. It was 
configured to set the caching header on HTML files to “access plus 5 minutes” as that file is the most 
likely to change with publishers wanting to modify content on the page, and the rest of the files set 
to “access plus 1 month” as other content is much less likely to change. While these values are best 
decided by a content publisher with more intimate knowledge on how often different files are 
normally altered, the times do not affect this testing procedure as the “repeat view” of the site takes 
place only a few seconds after the first load. 

In order to test the benefit of caching headers, the clients were set to do a second page load 
(henceforth referred to as “Repeat View”) after each regular load without clearing the cache in the 
browser. This repeat view can therefore measure the variables when using content already available 
in the cache. The average results of the repeat view can be viewed in Figure 25. An observation can 
be made that the newer browsers tested in Windows 7 use more intelligent caching techniques than 
simply follow the server response headers, which is why there is no real difference in any of the 
variables for those browsers. In Internet Explorer 8 however there are significant improvements 
however as it sends “If modified since”-requests to the server, essentially asking the server if the file 
has been modified since the time they were downloaded. It has to send 54 of these requests, which 
is why the load time is almost three times faster when the caching headers are used.  

  Load Time Render Start Speed Index Requests  Downloaded Uploaded 
Windows 7: Internet Explorer 9             

0: Original site 1,517 ms 1,020 ms 1,509 54 793.1 KiB 34.0 KiB 
7: Load scripts in parallel 1,527 ms 935 ms 1,438 54 793.0 KiB 33.0 KiB 
Difference +10 ms -85 ms -72 -0 -0.1 KiB -1.0 KiB 
Improvement % -1% 9% 5% 0% 0% 3% 

Windows 7: Google Chrome 27             
0: Original site 1,610 ms 836 ms 1,524 54 792.6 KiB 33.8 KiB 
7: Load scripts in parallel 1,612 ms 745 ms 1,519 54 793.0 KiB 33.1 KiB 
Difference +2 ms -91 ms -4 +0 +0.4 KiB -0.7 KiB 
Improvement % 0% 12% 0% 0% 0% 2% 

Windows 7: Firefox 21             
0: Original site 1,548 ms 1,040 ms 1,384 53 792.2 KiB 32.7 KiB 
7: Load scripts in parallel 1,597 ms 949 ms 1,397 53 792.5 KiB 31.6 KiB 
Difference +49 ms -91 ms +13 ±0 +0.2 KiB -1.0 KiB 
Improvement % -3% 10% -1% 0% 0% 3% 

Windows XP: Internet Explorer 8             
0: Original site 2,966 ms 1,845 ms 2,855 55 837.0 KiB 33.6 KiB 
7: Load scripts in parallel 2,333 ms 1,304 ms 2,214 55 837.2 KiB 33.0 KiB 
Difference -634 ms -541 ms -641 +0 +0.2 KiB -0.7 KiB 
Improvement % 27% 42% 29% 0% 0% 2% 
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Figure 25: Average test results breakdown for Test 8: Caching headers with Primed Cache 

7.2.9 Combined optimisation techniques 
The point of this final test is to demonstrate the benefits that can be achieved if one was to 
implement all the optimisation techniques that have been tested in this report together. As stated in 
the Theory section, the different techniques can affect each other. Combining Javascript files and 
loading them in parallel are of course closely related as one can combine all the delayable files into 
one and load it asynchronously. Minifying text based files can also have an effect on the 
compression of text based files as reducing all the extra signs will make the compressed file even 
smaller. 

In order to combine all the optimisation techniques a separate site was created on which all the 
techniques covered earlier was implemented. The Javascript files that were found to be delayable 
(see Figure 22: Javascript file breakdown for parallelisation) were combined into one and set to load 
asynchronously, while the remaining two were combined into one and left in the head tag. The 
images were combined to sprites in the same way as in section 7.2.2 (Combining images). The 
minification tools used in section 7.2.6 (Minifying text based files) were applied to the html, CSS and 
Javascript files. A new static domain was created in which text compression and caching headers 
were enabled and in which all files were placed in directories directly below the root.  

The results from the test can be reviewed in Figure 26. As expected there are many reductions 
across the board, with load times reduced by 30 per cent in Internet Explorer 9 and Google Chrome, 
not to mention a reduction by 82 per cent in Internet Explorer 8. Render start times are even better 
where one can see an improvement by approximately 80 per cent in both Internet Explorers while 
Google Chrome and Firefox show lesser but nonetheless significant improvements. The speed index 
is also reduced in a similar manner and the number of requests even more, having been reduced to 
almost a third of the original number. The greatest reduction in percentage is in the uploaded bytes 
where it has been reduced from approximately 33 KiB to 6 KiB, almost a 450 per cent improvement. 

  Load Time Render Start Speed Index Requests  Downloaded Uploaded 
Windows 7: Internet Explorer 9             

0: Original site 277 ms 363 ms 400 0 0.0 KiB 0.0 KiB 
8: Caching headers 273 ms 357 ms 400 0 0.0 KiB 0.0 KiB 
Difference -4 ms -5 ms ±0 ±0 ±0.0 KiB ±0.0 KiB 
Improvement % 1% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Windows 7: Google Chrome 27             
0: Original site 690 ms 296 ms 601 0 0.0 KiB 0.0 KiB 
8: Caching headers 710 ms 311 ms 605 0 0.0 KiB 0.0 KiB 
Difference +19 ms +15 ms +4 ±0 ±0.0 KiB ±0.0 KiB 
Improvement % -3% -5% -1% 0% 0% 0% 

Windows 7: Firefox 21             
0: Original site 551 ms 342 ms 501 0 0.0 KiB 0.0 KiB 
8: Caching headers 557 ms 359 ms 518 0 0.0 KiB 0.0 KiB 
Difference +6 ms +17 ms +17 ±0 ±0.0 KiB ±0.0 KiB 
Improvement % -1% -5% -3% 0% 0% 0% 

Windows XP: Internet Explorer 8             
0: Original site 2,040 ms 1,210 ms 400 54 10.1 KiB 40.7 KiB 
8: Caching headers 698 ms 907 ms 400 0 0.0 KiB 0.0 KiB 
Difference -1,341 ms -303 ms ±0 -54 -10.1 KiB -40.7 KiB 
Improvement % 192% 33% 0% ∞ ∞ ∞ 
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Figure 26: Average test result breakdown for Test 9: Optimised site  

  Load Time Render Start Speed Index Requests  Downloaded Uploaded 
Windows 7: Internet Explorer 9             

0: Original site 1,517 ms 1,020 ms 1,509 54 793.1 KiB 34.0 KiB 
9: Optimised site 1,170 ms 565 ms 1,076 19 460.1 KiB 6.0 KiB 
Difference -346 ms -455 ms -433 -35 -333.0 KiB -27.9 KiB 
Improvement % 30% 81% 40% 184% 72% 465% 

Windows 7: Google Chrome 27             
0: Original site 1,610 ms 836 ms 1,524 54 792.6 KiB 33.8 KiB 
9: Optimised site 1,198 ms 631 ms 1,098 19 460.2 KiB 6.2 KiB 
Difference -412 ms -205 ms -425 -35 -332.5 KiB -27.6 KiB 
Improvement % 34% 32% 39% 183% 72% 443% 

Windows 7: Firefox 21             
0: Original site 1,548 ms 1,040 ms 1,384 53 792.2 KiB 32.7 KiB 
9: Optimised site 1,336 ms 721 ms 1,153 18 411.3 KiB 5.8 KiB 
Difference -212 ms -319 ms -231 -35 -380.9 KiB -26.9 KiB 
Improvement % 16% 44% 20% 192% 93% 468% 

Windows XP: Internet Explorer 8             
0: Original site 2,966 ms 1,845 ms 2,855 55 837.0 KiB 33.6 KiB 
9: Optimised site 1,631 ms 1,058 ms 1,578 19 461.9 KiB 6.4 KiB 
Difference -1,335 ms -788 ms -1,276 -36 -375.1 KiB -27.2 KiB 
Improvement % 82% 74% 81% 187% 81% 423% 
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8 Discussion 

Eight different optimisation techniques have now been presented complete with results on how 
they affect the variables Load time, Render Start, Speed Index, Requests, Downloaded and Uploaded. 
None of the techniques showed any negative effects, but what will now be discussed is whether the 
benefits of actually implementing the technique are worth the cost of doing so. The most important 
benefits in this case is both to improve the user experience by reducing download time and start 
render time, in which of course the Speed index variable is also very important, and to reduce the 
load on Swedbank’s web server by minimising the number of requests and the bytes to download 
and upload.  

The first technique was to combine the Javascript files. The main aim in this technique was to reduce 
the number of requests, thereby making the download faster and reducing the load on the web 
server. The effect of the technique was a reduction in requests by 17 per cent which by itself may 
not sound like much, but when considering the very large user base that Swedbank has, a 17 per 
cent reduction in work load for the server is very significant. The effort necessary to implement the 
technique may include creating an extra step in the deployment process in order to combine the 
files together, but that should be possible to automate, thus making this technique worth the cost of 
implementation. 

The second technique was to combine the site images, the aims being, just as the first technique, to 
reduce the number of requests for the same benefits. This technique alone achieved a reduction in 
the number of requests by all of 50 per cent which in effect not only reduces the load on the web 
server by half, it also have overall good effects on load and render times. While conceding that it 
may be difficult to implement inclusion of all the images combined in the test considering that some 
of the images are due to change as content is continuously updated, it must be stated that it is quite 
plausible to at least include the images that are rarely subject to change, such as background images 
and icons, into sprites. Even if half the images in the test are not included, it will still be a 25 per cent 
reduction in requests, making the technique worth the cost of implementation. 

The third technique was to serve static content from a separate domain in order to avoid the extra 
request overhead of having the browser include the site cookies in every request made to the web 
server, thereby reducing the number of uploaded bytes. As Swedbank’s site during the test 
maintained a cookie size of approximately 280 bytes the cookie overhead did not adversely affect 
the load times in such an extent that it would warrant acquiring a separate domain name to address 
the issue. It should however be stated that while it cannot be said that the technique is worth the 
cost of implementation, this will only be true as long as the cookie size doesn’t increase; if Swedbank 
at some point in time should decide to increase its cookie size then acquiring a separate domain 
name may very well be worthy investment. 

The fourth technique was to shorten the length of request URLs in order to reduce overhead of both 
requests from the browser and responses from the web server. This technique was found to have 
relatively little effect on any of the performance variables and it can therefore be stated with some 
certainty that it is not worth the cost of implementation 

The fifth technique was to enable compression of text based files in order to reduce the size of the 
files to transfer. This technique was found to have a very positive effect on the amount of 
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downloaded bytes, reducing the transfer size of the text based files by over 150 per cent and so the 
complete download size by 43 per cent. Moreover, by reducing the download size by so much it also 
has a very positive impact on the load and rendering times across the board. It should of course be 
implemented in such a way that either the files are compressed ahead of time or that the web server 
has a sufficiently large cache so as to avoid having to compress the same file multiple times when 
serving it to different users. Considering the positive effect of the implementing compression and 
the fact that it can be implemented with ease it makes well worth the cost. 

The sixth technique was to minify all text based files to remove all unnecessary signs like whitespace 
and comments, thereby both making them easier for the browser to parse and reducing size of the 
files. As the browsers’ parsing algorithms have improved in recent years the benefit for the browser 
parsing has become virtually non-existent and the load time benefits are therefore only seen in the 
test of Internet Explorer 8. It does however still offer benefits to the file size with total reductions of 
13 per cent for the size of the text based files plus increased performance when using Gzip 
compression as stated in the Theory section. Due to the reduction in file size and the relative ease 
with which minification can be implemented in the standard deployment process it may be worth 
the cost. 

The seventh technique was to load script files that are not critical to be loaded before content in 
parallel so as to allow content to be downloaded simultaneously with the script files. The target 
variable in this case is the Start Render time and thereby the user experience. The test results show 
that there was an approximately 10 per cent reduction in Render Start time for all browsers besides 
the older Internet Explorer 8 which shows a full 42 per cent reduction. Considering those results and 
the relative ease with which the technique can be implemented it should be worth the cost. 

The eighth technique was to enable caching headers for content in order not to have to verify each 
file with the server during a second page load before displaying it. It was found however that the 
newer browsers had implemented their own caching algorithms to avoid checking verifying all 
requests on an immediate new page load, and that therefore there were no significant changes in 
load times for the repeat view. It was only in the older Internet Explorer 8 that requests for each file 
actually took place in the repeat view, which therefore showed a 192 per cent reduction in load time 
when caching headers were used. As improvements were only seen in one out of the four tested 
browsers an argument could be made that implementation is not very critical, but considering that 
the cost of implementation is very small (as it is simply a setting to change in the web server) plus 
the fact that it will both improve the experience of all users using older browsers, not to mention 
reducing the load the older users have on the web server, implementation is well worth the cost.  
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9 Conclusions 

Testing has been performed using eight different optimisation techniques in order to be able to 
make assessments on which techniques would be the most beneficial and cost-effective for 
Swedbank to implement in order to optimise their main website.  

It has been established that by combining Javascript files and image files together respectively one 
can reduce the total number of requests from each unique visitor by up to about 185 per cent, 
thereby reducing the load on the web server by the same percentage, as well as significantly 
reducing load times and rendering times by doing so and thereby also increasing the average user 
experience. These techniques have been established to be cost-effective and it can therefore be 
concluded that the techniques “Combining Javascript files” and “Combining images” should be 
implemented. 

Furthermore it has been established that acquiring a static domain does not provide any significant 
performance benefits as long as Swedbank’s cookie sizes remain as they were during the testing but 
that this should be re-evaluated when and if a cookie size increase is considered in the future. 
Making the URLs shorter has also been established to have very small potential gains and can 
therefore be safely concluded as not cost-effective and therefore unnecessary to implement. 

Moreover, when it comes to text based files two techniques have been covered; minifying and 
enabling Gzip compression. It has been established that while the real reductions in load times when 
minifying are less than significant, it does reduce file sizes by as much as half in some cases. It has 
also been established that by enabling Gzip compression of text based files one would reduce file 
sizes by over 40 per cent as well as providing serious reductions across the board in load and 
rendering times, thereby both reducing server load and improving the user experience.  As enabling 
compression is simple to do as well as being very cost-effective and that minification is a process 
that should be very cheap to implement and automate, it can be concluded that both Gzip 
compression and minification should be implemented. 

Additionally it has been established that by loading scripts in parallel the content will start rendering 
around 10 per cent earlier on modern browsers and as much as 42 per cent on older browsers. As 
this in turn will significantly improve the user experience and the ease in which it can be 
implemented, it can be concluded that parallel script loading should also be implemented.  

Lastly, it has been established that while caching headers has been found to only affect older 
browsers such as Internet Explorer 8, the effect on those browsers is very significant for repeat 
views. The load times are effectively reduced load times by as much as a third, not to mention 
completely removing load on the web server. Considering that a very large base of visitors of the 
Swedbank website still use these older browsers and that it is a simple setting in the web server it is 
also the conclusion of this report that caching headers should be implemented. 

It is the conclusion of this report that the most important techniques to implement when optimising 
Swedbank’s website is to combine images, enable Gzip compression and enable caching headers, all 
of which have very significant positive effects on both server load and user experience. Additionally, 
combining Javascript files and minifying text based files will further reduce the load on the server 
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and making scripts load in parallel will further improve the user experience as content will be visible 
sooner and should also probably be implemented.  
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10 Future work 

The testing in this report was performed in a controlled environment with static variables for 
bandwidth and latency and no packet loss. Something that should be addressed in future research is 
how the benefits of each technique change depending on these variables by performing more 
extensive testing, possibly with dynamic values as they most of the time do not remain constant in a 
real environment. 

This report addressed the question of what optimisation techniques give the most benefit in terms 
of user experience and server load from a front-end perspective, but testing has only been 
performed on Swedbank’s website and therefore the results and conclusions of this report are only 
pertinent to that website. A future line of research could explore how the presented techniques 
affect a wider range of websites and from that find, in more general terms, what techniques are the 
most efficient in improving website performance. 

As a final note, this report only covers the front-end aspects of web performance optimisation. 
Another interesting future line of research could cover optimisation techniques of back-end 
processing in order for web servers to handle many concurrent requests in a faster manner.  
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12 Appendices 

12.1 Appendix A – File breakdown 

Type Path Size (KiB) 
CSS /idc/groups/siteasset/documents/web_asset/wcm_css_newprofile.css 94,4 
CSS /idc/groups/siteasset/documents/web_asset/wcm_css_newprofile_print.css 1,3 
Favicon /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_head/images/favicon.ico 1,1 
Font /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_newprofile/fonts-hinted/SwedbankSans-Medium.woff 57,2 
HTML /privat/index.htm 10,0 
Image /dcsv5bquupez1ledhhwndfept_4h1j/dcs.gif 0,0 
Image /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_head/css/images/smallbtn/18x18/close-orange.png 0,6 
Image /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_head/css/images/smallbtn/18x18/printer-orange.png 0,5 
Image /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_head/images/bankimages/18999_mynt.gif 2,2 
Image /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_nav_top/IMG_LISTEN_SMALL_SQUARE.gif 1,1 
Image /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_nav_top/IMG_PRINT_SMALL_SQUARE_FILLED.gif 0,6 
Image /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_newprofile/images/backgrounds/active-slider-indicator.png 1,1 
Image /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_newprofile/images/backgrounds/footer/footer-bg-light-gradient.png 3,0 
Image /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_newprofile/images/backgrounds/footer/footer-column-divider.png 0,2 
Image /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_newprofile/images/backgrounds/footer/footer-orange-stripe.png 4,0 
Image /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_newprofile/images/backgrounds/gray-fabric-new.gif 47,3 
Image /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_newprofile/images/backgrounds/gray-link-arrow.png 0,1 
Image /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_newprofile/images/backgrounds/inactive-slider-indicator.png 1,2 
Image /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_newprofile/images/backgrounds/main_nav_active_nose.png 2,9 
Image /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_newprofile/images/backgrounds/main_nav_black_bg.png 0,2 
Image /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_newprofile/images/backgrounds/main_nav_divider.png 2,8 
Image /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_newprofile/images/backgrounds/orange-link-arrow.png 2,8 
Image /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_newprofile/images/backgrounds/section_corners_main.png 16,9 
Image /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_newprofile/images/backgrounds/section_corners_main_contact.png 17,9 
Image /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_newprofile/images/backgrounds/selectwebsite.png 3,1 
Image /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_newprofile/images/backgrounds/shadowed-searchfield.png 0,2 
Image /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_newprofile/images/backgrounds/transparent-carousel-bg-hc.png 0,1 
Image /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_newprofile/images/buttons/custom_button_orange.png 2,8 
Image /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_newprofile/images/buttons/icon-facebook.png 3,6 
Image /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_newprofile/images/buttons/icon-google.png 4,0 
Image /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_newprofile/images/buttons/icon-linkedin.png 3,6 
Image /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_newprofile/images/buttons/icon-twitter.png 3,6 
Image /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_newprofile/images/buttons/search-ininput.png 0,4 
Image /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_newprofile/images/other/bigger-ajax-loader.gif 3,1 
Image /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_newprofile/images/other/stocks_arrowup.png 2,9 
Image /idc/groups/public/@i/@sc/@all/@gs/@com/documents/logotype/cid_699553.png 3,1 
Image /idc/groups/public/@i/@sc/@all/@gs/documents/company/cid_578078.jpg 6,3 
Image /idc/groups/public/@i/@sc/@all/@kp/documents/advertisement/cid_487887.jpg 3,8 
Image /idc/groups/public/@i/@sc/@all/@kp/documents/advertisement/cid_898451.jpg 57,4 
Image /idc/groups/public/@i/@sc/@all/@kp/documents/advertisement/cid_898455.jpg 60,4 
Image /idc/groups/public/@i/@sc/@all/@kp/documents/advertisement/cid_898458.jpg 41,9 
Image /idc/groups/public/@i/@sc/@all/@kp/documents/advertisement/cid_898979.jpg 62,6 
Image /idc/groups/public/@i/@sc/@all/@kp/documents/advertisement/cid_903658.gif 12,0 
Image /idc/groups/siteasset/documents/web_asset/img_spacer.gif 0,1 
Javascript /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_head/js/jquery.xml2json.pack.js 2,2 
Javascript /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_head/js/wcm.js 43,3 
Javascript /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_head/js/wcm_form.js 3,2 
Javascript /idc/fragments/wcm_fr_head/js/webtrends.min.js 24,2 
Javascript /idc/groups/siteasset/documents/web_asset/wcm_js_anythingslider.js 18,2 
Javascript /idc/groups/siteasset/documents/web_asset/wcm_js_dropshadow.js 2,7 
Javascript /idc/groups/siteasset/documents/web_asset/wcm_js_easing.js 3,4 
Javascript /idc/groups/siteasset/documents/web_asset/wcm_js_jquery.js 90,6 
Javascript /idc/groups/siteasset/documents/web_asset/wcm_js_swfobject15.js 6,2 
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Javascript /idc/resources/sitestudio/ssajax/ssajax.js 26,3 
Javascript /idc/resources/wcm/sitestudio/wcm.toggle.js 11,9 
Total  776,75 

 

12.2 Appendix B – YSlow Site Evaluation 

Overall Grade: C (Ruleset applied: YSlow(V2)) 

F Make fewer HTTP requests 
This page has 11 external Javascript scripts. Try combining them into one. 
This page has 19 external background images. Try combining them with CSS sprites. 

F Use a Content Delivery Network (CDN) 
There are 49 static components that are not on CDN. 

• www.swedbank.se: 48 components, 723.0K 
• stat.swedbank.se: 1 component, 0.04K 

A Avoid empty src or href 

F Add Expires headers 
There are 50 static components without a far-future expiration date. 

• http://www.swedbank.se/.../webtrends.min.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm.toggle.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../ssajax.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm_js_jquery.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../jquery.xml2json.pack.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm_form.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/idc/fragments/wcm_fr_head/js/wcm.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm_js_swfobject15.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm_js_dropshadow.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm_js_easing.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm_js_anythingslider.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm_css_newprofile.css 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm_css_newprofile_print.css 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../gray-fabric-new.gif 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../custom_button_orange.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../main_nav_black_bg.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../main_nav_active_nose.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../main_nav_divider.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../shadowed-searchfield.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../orange-link-arrow.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../section_corners_main.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../section_corners_main_contact.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../icon-facebook.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../icon-twitter.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../icon-linkedin.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../icon-google.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../transparent-carousel-bg-hc.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../footer-orange-stripe.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../footer-bg-light-gradient.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../gray-link-arrow.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../footer-column-divider.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../selectwebsite.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../18999_mynt.gif 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../cid_898979.jpg 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../cid_898451.jpg 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../cid_898455.jpg 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../cid_898458.jpg 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../cid_487887.jpg 
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• http://www.swedbank.se/.../stocks_arrowup.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../cid_699553.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../cid_903658.gif 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../cid_578078.jpg 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../close-orange.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../printer-orange.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../bigger-ajax-loader.gif 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../IMG_PRINT_SMALL_SQUARE_FILLED.gif 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../IMG_LISTEN_SMALL_SQUARE.gif 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../search-ininput.png 
• http://stat.swedbank.se/.../dcs.gif?... 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../favicon.ico 

F Compress components with gzip 
There are 13 plain text components that should be sent compressed. 

• http://www.swedbank.se/.../webtrends.min.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm.toggle.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../ssajax.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm_js_jquery.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../jquery.xml2json.pack.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm_form.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/idc/fragments/wcm_fr_head/js/wcm.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm_js_swfobject15.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm_js_dropshadow.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm_js_easing.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm_js_anythingslider.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm_css_newprofile.css 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm_css_newprofile_print.css 

A Put CSS at top 

D Put JavaScript at bottom 
There are 8 JavaScript scripts found in the head of the document 

• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm.toggle.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../ssajax.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm_js_jquery.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../jquery.xml2json.pack.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm_form.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/idc/fragments/wcm_fr_head/js/wcm.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm_js_swfobject15.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm_js_dropshadow.js 

A Avoid CSS expressions 

n/a Make JavaScript and CSS external 
Only consider this if your property is a common user home page. 

• There is a total of 1 inline css 
• There is a total of 12 inline scripts 

A Reduce DNS lookups 
• www.swedbank.se: 54 components, 824.1K (10.2K GZip) 
• stat.swedbank.se: 1 component, 0.04K 

B Minify JavaScript and CSS 
There are 2 components that can be minified 

• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm_form.js 
• inline <script> tag #9 

A Avoid URL redirects 

A Remove duplicate JavaScript and CSS 

B Configure entity tags (ETags) 
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There is 1 component with misconfigured ETags 
• http://stat.swedbank.se/.../dcs.gif?... 

A Make AJAX cacheable 

A Use GET for AJAX requests 

A Reduce the number of DOM elements 

A Avoid HTTP 404 (Not Found) error 

A Reduce cookie size 

F Use cookie-free domains 
There are 48 components that are not cookie-free 

• http://www.swedbank.se/.../webtrends.min.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm.toggle.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../ssajax.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm_js_jquery.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../jquery.xml2json.pack.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm_form.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/idc/fragments/wcm_fr_head/js/wcm.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm_js_swfobject15.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm_js_dropshadow.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm_js_easing.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm_js_anythingslider.js 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm_css_newprofile.css 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../wcm_css_newprofile_print.css 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../gray-fabric-new.gif 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../custom_button_orange.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../main_nav_black_bg.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../main_nav_active_nose.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../main_nav_divider.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../shadowed-searchfield.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../orange-link-arrow.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../section_corners_main.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../section_corners_main_contact.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../icon-facebook.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../icon-twitter.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../icon-linkedin.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../icon-google.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../footer-orange-stripe.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../footer-bg-light-gradient.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../gray-link-arrow.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../footer-column-divider.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../selectwebsite.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../18999_mynt.gif 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../cid_898979.jpg 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../cid_898451.jpg 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../cid_898455.jpg 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../cid_898458.jpg 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../cid_487887.jpg 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../stocks_arrowup.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../cid_699553.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../cid_903658.gif 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../cid_578078.jpg 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../close-orange.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../printer-orange.png 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../bigger-ajax-loader.gif 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../IMG_PRINT_SMALL_SQUARE_FILLED.gif 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../IMG_LISTEN_SMALL_SQUARE.gif 
• http://www.swedbank.se/.../search-ininput.png 
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• http://stat.swedbank.se/.../dcs.gif?... 

A Avoid AlphaImageLoader filter 

A Do not scale images in HTML 

A Make favicon small and cacheable 
Favicon is not cacheable 

 

12.3 Appendix C – WebPageTest Site Evaluation 

Web Page Performance Test for www.swedbank.se/privat/index.htm: 

F A F C F X 

First Byte Time Keep-alive 
Enabled 

Compress 
Transfer 

Compress 
Images 

Cache static 
content 

Effective use of 
CDN 

 
Details: 

First Byte Time (back-end processing): 25/100 
- 839 ms First Byte Time 
- 96 ms Target First Byte Time 

Use persistent connections (keep alive): 96/100 
- FAILED - http://stat.swedbank.se/dcsv5bquupez1ledhhwndfept_4h1j/wtid.js?... 
- FAILED - http://stat.swedbank.se/dcsv5bquupez1ledhhwndfept_4h1j/dcs.gif?... 

Use gzip compression for transferring compressible responses: 34/100 
474.1 KB total in compressible text, target size = 162.4 KB - potential savings = 311.7 KB 
- FAILED - (94.6 KB, compressed = 16.8 KB - savings of 77.8 KB) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/wcm_css_newprofile.css 
- FAILED - (90.9 KB, compressed = 31.6 KB - savings of 59.3 KB) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/wcm_js_jquery.js 
- FAILED - (101.6 KB, compressed = 59.0 KB - savings of 42.5 KB) -  

http://www.swedbank.se/…/SwedbankSans-Medium.eot 
- FAILED - (43.5 KB, compressed = 12.1 KB - savings of 31.4 KB) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/wcm.js 
- FAILED - (26.5 KB, compressed = 5.7 KB - savings of 20.8 KB) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/ssajax.js 
- FAILED - (17.1 KB, compressed = 1.0 KB - savings of 16.2 KB) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/section_corners_main.png 
- FAILED - (18.2 KB, compressed = 2.1 KB - savings of 16.1 KB) - 

http://www.swedbank.se/…/section_corners_main_contact.png 
- FAILED - (24.5 KB, compressed = 8.9 KB - savings of 15.6 KB) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/webtrends.min.js 
- FAILED - (18.4 KB, compressed = 6.1 KB - savings of 12.3 KB) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/wcm_js_anythingslider.js 
- FAILED - (12.2 KB, compressed = 2.8 KB - savings of 9.3 KB) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/wcm.toggle.js 
- FAILED - (6.4 KB, compressed = 2.2 KB - savings of 4.3 KB) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/wcm_js_swfobject15.js 
- FAILED - (3.7 KB, compressed = 1.0 KB - savings of 2.6 KB) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/wcm_js_easing.js 
- FAILED - (3.4 KB, compressed = 1.4 KB - savings of 2.0 KB) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/wcm_form.js 
- FAILED - (2.9 KB, compressed = 1.4 KB - savings of 1.5 KB) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/wcm_js_dropshadow.js 

Compress Images: 78/100 
380.6 KB total in images, target size = 300.3 KB - potential savings = 80.3 KB 
- FAILED - (62.6 KB, compressed = 40.5 KB - savings of 22.1 KB) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/cid_898979.jpg 
- FAILED - (60.4 KB, compressed = 38.6 KB - savings of 21.8 KB) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/cid_898455.jpg 
- FAILED - (57.4 KB, compressed = 38.2 KB - savings of 19.1 KB) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/cid_898451.jpg 
- WARNING - (41.9 KB, compressed = 29.8 KB - savings of 12.1 KB) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/cid_898458.jpg 
- FAILED - (6.3 KB, compressed = 2.4 KB - savings of 4.0 KB) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/cid_578078.jpg 
- WARNING - (3.8 KB, compressed = 2.7 KB - savings of 1.1 KB) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/cid_487887.jpg 

Leverage browser caching of static assets: 0/100 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/printer-orange.png 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/section_corners_main_contact.png 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/close-orange.png 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/icon-twitter.png 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/icon-linkedin.png 
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- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/section_corners_main.png 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/cid_578078.jpg 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/cid_898979.jpg 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/cid_898458.jpg 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/cid_487887.jpg 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/cid_699553.png 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/cid_903658.gif 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/icon-facebook.png 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/icon-google.png 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/stocks_arrowup.png 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/webtrends.min.js 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/inactive-slider-indicator.png 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/active-slider-indicator.png 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://stat.swedbank.se/…/dcs.gif?... 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/gray-link-arrow.png 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/footer-orange-stripe.png 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/footer-bg-light-gradient.png 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/bigger-ajax-loader.gif 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/footer-column-divider.png 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/selectwebsite.png 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/transparent-carousel-bg-hc.png 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/cid_898455.jpg 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/cid_898451.jpg 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/wcm.js 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/wcm_form.js 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/wcm_js_swfobject15.js 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/wcm_js_dropshadow.js 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/img_spacer.gif 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/jquery.xml2json.pack.js 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/SwedbankSans-Medium.eot 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/ssajax.js 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/wcm.toggle.js 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/wcm_css_newprofile.css 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/wcm_css_newprofile_print.css 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/wcm_js_jquery.js 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/18999_mynt.gif 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/gray-fabric-new.gif 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/main_nav_active_nose.png 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/main_nav_divider.png 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/shadowed-searchfield.png 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/orange-link-arrow.png 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/wcm_js_anythingslider.js 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/custom_button_orange.png 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/main_nav_black_bg.png 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/IMG_LISTEN_SMALL_SQUARE.gif 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/wcm_js_easing.js 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/IMG_PRINT_SMALL_SQUARE_FILLED.gif 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/…/search-ininput.png 
- FAILED - (No max-age or expires) - http://www.swedbank.se/privat/index.htm 

Minify JS: 100/100 
235.3 KB total in minifiable text, target size = 235.3 KB - potential savings = 0.0 KB. 
Proper cookie usage: 4/100 
- FAILED - http://stat.swedbank.se/dcsv5bquupez1ledhhwndfept_4h1j/dcs.gif?... 
- FAILED - http://stat.swedbank.se/dcsv5bquupez1ledhhwndfept_4h1j/dcs.gif?... 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/wcm.toggle.js 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/wcm_js_swfobject15.js 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/wcm_js_dropshadow.js 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/img_spacer.gif 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/18999_mynt.gif 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/gray-fabric-new.gif 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/IMG_LISTEN_SMALL_SQUARE.gif 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/wcm_js_easing.js 
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- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/IMG_PRINT_SMALL_SQUARE_FILLED.gif 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/search-ininput.png 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/main_nav_black_bg.png 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/ssajax.js 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/custom_button_orange.png 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/main_nav_divider.png 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/main_nav_active_nose.png 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/shadowed-searchfield.png 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/orange-link-arrow.png 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/wcm_js_anythingslider.js 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/cid_898451.jpg 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/cid_898455.jpg 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/cid_898458.jpg 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/cid_898979.jpg 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/wcm_css_newprofile.css 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/cid_487887.jpg 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/cid_699553.png 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/cid_903658.gif 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/cid_578078.jpg 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/section_corners_main.png 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/section_corners_main_contact.png 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/printer-orange.png 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/close-orange.png 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/icon-twitter.png 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/icon-linkedin.png 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/wcm_css_newprofile_print.css 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/icon-facebook.png 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/icon-google.png 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/bigger-ajax-loader.gif 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/footer-bg-light-gradient.png 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/footer-column-divider.png 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/selectwebsite.png 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/transparent-carousel-bg-hc.png 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/footer-orange-stripe.png 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/gray-link-arrow.png 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/webtrends.min.js 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/wcm_js_jquery.js 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/stocks_arrowup.png 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/inactive-slider-indicator.png 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/active-slider-indicator.png 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/SwedbankSans-Medium.eot 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/jquery.xml2json.pack.js 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/wcm_form.js 
- FAILED - http://www.swedbank.se/…/wcm.js 
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12.4 Appendix D – Test Results Averages 

 

Row Labels Load Time Render Start Speed Index  Requests  Downloaded Uploaded 
Windows 7: Internet Explorer 9 

      0: Original site 1 517 ms 1 020 ms 1 509 ms 54 793,1 KiB 34,0 KiB 
1: Combined Javascript 1 540 ms 1 024 ms 1 500 ms 46 788,7 KiB 27,3 KiB 
2: Image sprites 1 422 ms 784 ms 1 319 ms 27 710,7 KiB 16,0 KiB 
3: Static domain 1 493 ms 1 028 ms 1 466 ms 54 795,8 KiB 19,8 KiB 
4: Shorter URLs 1 563 ms 1 051 ms 1 530 ms 54 791,0 KiB 31,0 KiB 
5: Compressed text files 1 261 ms 787 ms 1 249 ms 54 555,1 KiB 33,0 KiB 
6: Minified text files 1 484 ms 1 004 ms 1 461 ms 54 754,4 KiB 33,1 KiB 
7: Load scripts in parallel 1 527 ms 935 ms 1 438 ms 54 793,0 KiB 33,0 KiB 
8: Caching headers 1 531 ms 1 047 ms 1 515 ms 54 796,9 KiB 33,3 KiB 
9: Optimised site 1 170 ms 565 ms 1 076 ms 19 460,1 KiB 6,0 KiB 

Windows 7: Google Chrome 27 
      0: Original site 1 610 ms 836 ms 1 524 ms 54 792,6 KiB 33,8 KiB 

1: Combined Javascript 1 688 ms 920 ms 1 578 ms 46 788,3 KiB 28,4 KiB 
2: Image sprites 1 343 ms 807 ms 1 240 ms 27 710,3 KiB 15,5 KiB 
3: Static domain 1 669 ms 903 ms 1 582 ms 54 795,3 KiB 20,0 KiB 
4: Shorter URLs 1 606 ms 866 ms 1 553 ms 54 790,6 KiB 30,9 KiB 
5: Compressed text files 1 418 ms 646 ms 1 324 ms 54 554,8 KiB 33,1 KiB 
6: Minified text files 1 620 ms 828 ms 1 526 ms 54 753,9 KiB 33,0 KiB 
7: Load scripts in parallel 1 612 ms 745 ms 1 519 ms 54 793,0 KiB 33,1 KiB 
8: Caching headers 1 600 ms 847 ms 1 556 ms 54 796,4 KiB 33,1 KiB 
9: Optimised site 1 198 ms 631 ms 1 098 ms 19 460,2 KiB 6,2 KiB 

Windows 7: Firefox 21 
      0: Original site 1 548 ms 1 040 ms 1 384 ms 53 792,2 KiB 32,7 KiB 

1: Combined Javascript 1 666 ms 1 073 ms 1 496 ms 45 787,9 KiB 27,2 KiB 
2: Image sprites 1 512 ms 1 015 ms 1 345 ms 27 710,5 KiB 15,4 KiB 
3: Static domain 1 425 ms 1 062 ms 1 312 ms 54 748,4 KiB 20,5 KiB 
4: Shorter URLs 1 526 ms 1 027 ms 1 371 ms 53 790,2 KiB 29,0 KiB 
5: Compressed text files 1 343 ms 841 ms 1 181 ms 53 554,5 KiB 31,7 KiB 
6: Minified text files 1 589 ms 1 094 ms 1 428 ms 53 753,5 KiB 31,8 KiB 
7: Load scripts in parallel 1 597 ms 949 ms 1 397 ms 53 792,5 KiB 31,6 KiB 
8: Caching headers 1 541 ms 1 038 ms 1 380 ms 53 796,0 KiB 31,8 KiB 
9: Optimised site 1 336 ms 721 ms 1 153 ms 18 411,3 KiB 5,8 KiB 

Windows XP: Internet Explorer 8 
      0: Original site 2 966 ms 1 845 ms 2 855 ms 55 837,0 KiB 33,6 KiB 

1: Combined Javascript 2 314 ms 1 316 ms 2 201 ms 47 832,6 KiB 28,4 KiB 
2: Image sprites 2 797 ms 1 809 ms 2 723 ms 28 754,6 KiB 16,2 KiB 
3: Static domain 2 762 ms 1 648 ms 2 655 ms 54 738,6 KiB 20,5 KiB 
4: Shorter URLs 2 778 ms 1 671 ms 2 670 ms 55 834,9 KiB 30,8 KiB 
5: Compressed text files 2 434 ms 1 344 ms 2 329 ms 55 556,9 KiB 32,9 KiB 
6: Minified text files 2 842 ms 1 716 ms 2 743 ms 55 798,3 KiB 33,0 KiB 
7: Load scripts in parallel 2 333 ms 1 304 ms 2 214 ms 55 837,2 KiB 33,0 KiB 
8: Caching headers 2 864 ms 1 698 ms 2 754 ms 55 840,8 KiB 32,9 KiB 
9: Optimised site 1 631 ms 1 058 ms 1 578 ms 19 461,9 KiB 6,4 KiB 
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